
Fabric Requirements(Per Block)

Background (Cream): (4) 4” squares, 
        (8) 3” squares.

Color 1  (Yellow): (4) 3” x 4” rectangles. 
  (1) 5” square.

  Color 2 (Orange): (4) 3” x 4” rectangles. 
  (1) 5” square.

  Accent Color (Teal): (4) 1.5” squares.

Helpful Hints:
• Iron your fabrics before cutting for more precise blocks.
• Use a ¼” seam allowance unless otherwise instructed.

LeMoyne Star

1. Begin by adding your four accent 1.5” squares to the corners of the 
four 4” backgrounds squares as shown. Be sure to trim away the 
excess fabric and press out towards the corners. Set aside the four 
corner units for later.



2. Next make four half-square triangles (HSTs) for the center unit of 
this block using the 5” yellow and orange squares. Lay them right 
sides together, and sew ¼” all the way around all four (out)sides of the
block. Cut them apart diagonally in both directions (corner to corner) 
creating 4 half-square triangles. Trim the HSTs to 3” square, then sew 
together to form the center pinwheel block. Pinwheel should measure 
5.5” square. Set aside for later. 



3. Now using the 3” x 4” yellow and orange rectangles, and the 3” 
background squares, make the star legs. First begin by drawing a line 
corner to corner on the back of all eight of the background squares. 
Then make two piles (yellow in one, orange in the other). Sew one 
background square onto each rectangle making sure you sew all of 
the yellow from the top left to the middle right, and all of the orange 
from the top right to the middle left. Trim ¼” away from sewn line and 
press. Then join the one yellow unit to one orange unit as shown and 
repeat to make 4 sets of star legs. Each unit should measure 4” x 5.5”.



4. Last assemble the block as shown. Don’t forget to make two of 
these stars. Use different fabrics for each block for more variety. Block
should measure 12.5” unfinished. 


